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Abstract—Principal Component Analysis is a popular and powerful method in many machine learning
task, The traditional PCA is implemented in batch mode, which means the much lower efficiency, especially
for the task which training dataset is updated or downdated frequently, so it is reasonable to develop the
incremental version of PCA. However, most of the existing incremental PCA is based on approximation with
high estimation error, or lack of the downdate function. In this paper, a new accurate IPCA algorithm
(AIPCA) which can provide both update and downdate capacity with higher accuracy because of direct
accurate algebraic derivation is proposed based on the matrix additive modification. Experimental analysis is
also given for evaluating the time cost and calculation accuracy of the AIPCA, the result demonstrates that
the proposed method has high calculation accuracy and acceptable time consuming.
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1. Introduction
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is one of the most useful techniques in multivariate analysis, and is
employed by many applications of pattern recognition and signal processing in last decades [1] [2] [3] [4].
However, the original PCA is performed in batch mode, which means all training data need to be included in
the stage when calculation is carried on. When some new observations are incorporated in training dataset or
some are removed out, the dataset’s projection result of PCA has to be recalculated directly from all training
data, This is a extremely time-consuming process. Furthermore, if the data are obtained from rank- r manifold
which embedded in dimension- d observation space ( r  d ), only the form r principal components (PCs)
are valuable for revealing the data pattern, this suggested that a new PCA algorithm can only focus on the
form r PCs calculation in this condition to achieve low time computational complexity but not all d PCs
which is implemented in the original PCA. To overcome the disadvantage of time-consuming of the original
PCA when update or downdate training dataset, some incremental versions are developed by researchers.
The new PCs generated by the existing incremental PCA (IPCA) algorithms [5] [6] [7] are the estimation
of batch mode PCA. The candid covariance-free IPCA (CCIPCA) [5] is one superior method of the recent
works, it gives a simple form and with higher estimation accuracy and faster computing speed. But the
CCIPCA’s estimation accuracy is limited by the number of samples, or in other words, the number of
iterations. The PCs of CCIPCA will converge to batch mode result when new data are added in training set
continually, however it does not guarantee an acceptable estimation error upper bound between the two
adjacent iterations. In some learning task, training set is often changed frequently, so the unguaranteed error
may led to unreasonable PCs which may cause failure of the task. In viewing of this limitation, a new IPCA
called SVDU-IPCA [9] based on a singular value decomposition (SVD) updating algorithm [10] is proposed.
The SVDU-IPCA have been mathematically proved that the estimation error is bounded, but it only provide
the updating function, and cannot deal with the downdating situation when some data are removed from
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training set. Besides this deficiency, Matthew Brand [11] also points out that the SVD updating algorithm
employed by SVDU-IPCA requires a full SVD of a dense matrix on each update, which reduces the
performance. So there are strong reasons to design a new accurate IPCA algorithm which can calculate new
PCs incrementally through direct accurate algebraic derivation.
In this paper, we focus on the solution of a kind of PCA learning issue that is very common in the field of
image or video pattern recognition, in which sample dimension d is usually larger than training samples
number q . A new accurate IPCA algorithm (AIPCA) which can provide both update and downdate capacity
is proposed in this paper based on the matrix additive modification presented in [11]. Experimental analysis is
also given for evaluating the time cost and calculation accuracy of the AIPCA.

2. Batch updating/downdating of SVD
Incremental version of SVD has been studied in several literatures [10] [11] [12] [13], A derivation of
batch updating/downdating algorithm of SVD proposed by Matthew Brand in [11] is employed in this paper
for the theoretical basis of AIPCA. The capacity of update/downdate is obtained through matrix additive
modification.
Suppose that the intrinsic dimension of sample data is r , let data matrix Y   pq have economy SVD
Y  U y S y Vy T with S y   rr , so the update question can be translated into searching a incremental SVD

solution of  Y

B  Uu Su Vu T , where Su   rr , B   pl . And the downdate question can be translated

into finding a incremental SVD solution of Y  U d S d Vd T , where Y is a submatrix of Y   Y

D ,

S d   rr , D   pl . The procedure of the SVD update/downdate algorithm [11] is described as follows:

2.1.

Update

1) Obtain the QR decomposition

Q1R1   I  U y U y T  B 



 V 
Q2 R 2   I   y   Vy
 0lr 



 0

0lr    ( q l )l  
  Ill 

2) Suppose the rank of R1 and R 2 are r1 and r2 , obtain the matrixes Q1 and Q2 which are formed by

the former r1 and r2 columns of Q1 and Q2 respectively, R1 and R2 which are formed by the former r1
and r2 rows of R1 and R 2 respectively.
3) Obtain the smaller sparse matrix

U TB 
K   y   0l( q l )
 R1  
 S y 0rr2 


0r1r 0r1r2 


V 
I ll   y  R2 T 
 0l  r 






4) Obtain the SVD decomposition


K  U k S k Vk T  Sk   rr 

5) Obtain the SVD decomposition of  Y

B
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Y

B   Uu Su Vu T



2.2.

   U y

 V 
  
Q1  U k  S k    y  Q2  Vk 
  0lr 
 

Downdate

1) Obtain the QR decomposition

Q1R1   U y U y T  I  D 



0

Q 2 R 2   I  Vy Vy T   ( q l )l  
 I ll 



2) The same as the second step of update procedure, obtain Q1 , Q2 , R1 , R2 .
3) Obtain the smaller sparse matrix



 U y T D
K
  0l( q l )

R

1

 S y 0r r2 


 0r1 r 0r1 r2 

I ll  Vy

R 2 T 


4) The same as the forth step of update procedure, obtain U k , Sk and Vk .
5) Obtain the SVD decomposition Y  U d S d Vd T , where U d    U y
formed by the former q  l rows of  Vy

Q1  U k  , Sd  Sk , Vd is

Q2  Vk .

3. Accurate IPCA (AIPCA)
There are three ways to achieve PCA, which are eigendecomposition of data covariance matrix, SVD of
data matrix and SVD of data inner product matrix respectively. AIPCA focus on resolution of high dimension
accurate IPCA issue that has the sample dimension d larger than training samples number q , which is very
common in the field of image or video pattern recognition, it means the size of data inner product matrix is
smaller than the other two. So inspired by SVDU-IPCA, SVD of data inner product matrix is chosen to
develop AIPCA.

3.1.

Update

Let data matrix X  [ x1 , x2 , , xq ] has q observations of dimension p . Suppose all data are sampled
from a manifold, and the lowest dimension of linear space in which the data manifold can be embedded is r ,
A is new data matrix with c observations. The inner product matrix of X is 1  XT X , so the inner
product matrix of new data matrix  X A is    X A   X A  . It is easy to prove that the inner
product matrix is real symmetric positive semidefinite , so in rank reserving SVD decomposition of rank r ,
according to the derivation in [9],  can be written as
T


  PT P   1T
2

2 
T
  P1 Q1   P1 Q1   

3 
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where 1  P1T P1  U11U1T is the rank r SVD decomposition of 1 , and the matrix P1  1 2U1T is the
1

1

PCA projection result, 1   r r . Q1 can be obtained as Q1  1 2U1T  2 [9].
It can be see that P1  I rr 1 2U1T is rank r SVD of P1 , so using the SVD updating algorithm presented
1

in section 2 to get the decomposition of  P1

 P1



Q1  is a straightforward approach, that is

Q1   U P S PVP T 

then we can get

   P1 Q1   P1 Q1   VP S P 2VP T  U V T 
T

where U  VP ，   S P 2 ， V  VP .

Finally the PCA is achieved by the incremental SVD of inner product of new data matrix  X

3.2.



A .

Downdate

In downdate procedure we redefine the notation A , let A   qc is formed by the data which needed to
be deleted from training sample matrix X , and X1 is the reserved data, then a new training sample matrix

ˆ  X
after shifting the columns which will be deleted to the right side is X
1

A  . The column shift is a

ˆ X
ˆ and XT X is equal, so the inner
SVD-invariant transform to the data matrix, which means the SVD of X
product of X̂ can be re-written in rank reserving SVD as
T



 X1T X1
T ˆ
ˆ
X X
T
 2

2 
T
  P P 
3 

T
ˆ TX
ˆ , then the SVD of P   P
where U V is the singular value decomposition of X
1

Q1  is I rr  2U T ,
1

   rr . So similar to update procedure, the SVD-downdating algorithm presented in section 2 can be
employed to obtain the SVD of P1 , that is


P1  U P1 S P1VP1 T 

Then the downdate PCA can be achieved as

X1T X1  P1T P1
 VP1 S P1U P1 TU P1 S P1VP1 T
 VP1 S P1 2VP1 T

 

 U11V1T
where U1  V1  VP1 ， 1  S P1 2 .

4. Experimental analysis





The time complexity of computing a full SVD is O pqmin  p, q  , if other operation for calculating
PCA based on SVD are pulsed, the complexity would be more higher. Many powerful algorithm such as
CCIPCA has been proposed to overcome this question, however most of them sacrifice accuracy in exchange
for efficiency, or just a single direction method like SVDU-IPCA that can only achieve a update task. Suppose
there is a training dataset with samples number q , observation dimension p and intrinsic dimension r , for
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AIPCA, the focus is kept on solve a subspace learning question which q is smaller than p and r are much
less than p in a incremental manner, this is exactly the most conditions which faced by pattern recognition
problem. If there are c samples needed to be added in or removed out, the QR decomposition of AIPCA

 time, the SVD of sparse matrix takes O   r  c   time, and the rotation of the
subspaces takes O   p  q  r  c   time [11], which can save much time than O  pqmin  p, q   because


would take O p  r  c 

3

2

2

of q  p and r  p .
Experiments have been implemented to evaluate the accuracy and efficiency of AIPCA against CCIPCA
and batch mode PCA. We generate a high dimension but low rank dataset which satisfy high dimensional zero
mean Gaussian distribution of with small additive noise randomly. The batch mode PCA is realized to obtain
the standard subspace of PCA which is used to compare with AIPCA and CCIPCA. The inner product of
component on principle axis between standard subspace and the testing algorithm’s subspace (AIPCA’s or
CCIPCA’s) is employed to evaluate the correlation which can indicate the accuracy of algorithm.
The correlation represented by inner product of two algorithms is shown as Fig.1. It can be seen that only
the correlation of the pair of the first PCs of CCIPCA is near 1, the rest PCs cannot obtain a acceptable
accuracy between two adjacent update iteration. However, for AIPCA there are only little error generated by
numerical error. The experimental result demonstrates that AIPCA has high accuracy because of the direct
accurate algebraic derivation. The time cost of batch mode PCA, AIPCA and CCIPCA when intrinsic of
training set is growing is also given as Fig.2, we can see that the efficiency of AIPCA is lower than CCIPCA
but beat batch mode PCA, this is acceptable at the premise of ensuring the higher accuracy.

(b)

(a)
Figure 1.

The correlation between batch mode PCA and CCIPCA (a), batch mode PCA and AIPCA (b).

Figure 2.

The time cost of batch-mode PCA, AIPCA and CCIPCA

5. Conclusion
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A new accurate IPCA algorithm (AIPCA) which can provide both update and downdate capacity is
proposed in this paper, we focus on the solution of a kind of PCA learning issue that is very common in the
field of image or video pattern recognition, in which sample dimension d is usually larger than training
samples number q . based on the matrix additive modification presented. The experiment shows that the
proposed method has high calculation accuracy and acceptable efficiency. How to reduce the time cost is the
focus of the future research.
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